
Instructional Design Map 
Original Map: Two-day BCA Solution Tree Training, adapted by Laurie Robinson, Fall 2010 

 

 

 

BIG Idea:                                                                                            Standards/Essential Outcomes: 
Compose and perform a 16 measure melody that is the student’s theme      Standard 4  8.4.1; Standard 2 8.2.1 

song for a tv show in the 7-8
th
 grade band.                                                  

Key Vocabulary:                                                                                Materials and Resources: 
Whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth-notes/rests                                        Staff paper 

Key signature  

Time signature 

Measure/bars 

Tonic 

Timeline: 
Spring-end of year 

Knowledge Reasoning Performance Skills Product 
Review to understand the key 

vocabulary. 

Organize the notes to form a 

melody with the correct number of 

beats in each measure, 4/4 time-

using four dashes to represent 

beats. 

Perform the composition on the 

student’s instrument. 

Composition written out on staff 

paper. This may be done on the 

computer if the programs are 

available. 

 

I Can Statement: 
I can compose an original melody using given notes and rhythms. 

I can read simple rhythms and time signatures – Standard 5. 

I can play my instrument with appropriate phrasing and breath-control – Standard 2. 

 

Formative - #1 Formative - #2 Formative - #3 Summative Assessment 
Test on rhythms and terms 

from the key vocabulary. 

 

Quick look to see if they started 

and ended on the tonic. Quick 

check to see if there are 4 beats in 

each measure. 

 

Performance of their composition 

on their instrument. Students 

must be able to play with a good 

sound as well as a steady beat. 

Written composition with legible notes. 

Reflections: 

 

 

 

Enrichments/Interventions 

Needs Support                                                  Proficient                                                      Needs Challenge 



 

 

GRADING RUBRIC 
 

GRADING 3-Meets or exceeds expectation 2-Missing some elements of 

expectation 

1-Incomplete/ not mastered 

    

NOTATION    

-Neatly written    

-Starting and ending note is 

tonic 

   

-Correct number of beats in 

each measure 

   

-Has a title for the piece    

-Uses a variety of rhythms/rests    

-Key and time signature 

correctly placed 

   

    

PERFORMANCE    

-Uses good phrasing and breath 

control 

   

-Keeps a steady beat    

-Uses a good posture    
 


